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VOODOO BOX INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Thanks for purchasing our Voodoo box. The Voodoo Box intercepts the stock injector signals and 
modifies (lengthens) them to deliver more fuel. Under normal driving conditions - cruise, starting,

idling and the like - the injector signal is unchanged. This unit also includes an O2 spoof to eliminate 
lean tip-in. It does this by modifying the factory O2 sensor under boost. There are no adjustments on 
the Voodoo box as it’s pre-programmed to work with our turbo kits. The Voodoo box is CARB legal 

when used with our complete FM Stage 1 turbo kit, but it’s not CARB legal when used with other kits. 
While we can’t guarantee functionality on a kit other than ours, it will most likely work with similar kits. It 

most likely won’t work adequately with supercharger kits. 

The Voodoo box you received may differ slightly in appearance to the one shown, but is the same internally.
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WARNING: Not everyone can perform every installation. It is critical that you be honest 
with yourself in regards to your ability. We’re more than happy to help, but there are 
only so many things we can do from the other end of a phone / computer. If in doubt, 
discuss the install with us before you dive in. Improper installation could cause injury 

and / or death!

Required tools:
• Wire cutters
• Wire stripper
• High-quality crimper

• Heat gun for heat-shrink 
connections

Voodoo box installation

1. Find the factory ECU. It is above the clutch pedal (underneath the dash) on 99-05 Miatas, 
behind the passenger seat on 94-97 cars, and under the passenger footrest on 90-93 cars. 
Undo the plugs attached to the ECU. The ECU harness plugs on the next page are viewed 
from the harness / wire side with the tab on top.

2. Use the included butt connectors to connect the engine 
management to the stock ECU. You’ll need to cut the original wire, 
twist the appropriate engine management wire around one of the 
cut and stripped ends, crimp it into the butt connector, then crimp 
the other end into the butt connector. Cut and connect one wire at 
a time to ensure that you don’t confuse the different wires. Once 
connected, give a slight tug to ensure that the wires are firmly held in the butt connector. 
CONFIRM YOUR CONNECTIONS WITH A MULTIMETER!  If the wire color and location 
don’t agree with our schematics, match the location instead of the color. Once all of the 
wires have been connected, CAREFULLY heat shrink the new butt connectors. The heat 
shrink helps seal the connector and acts as a strain relief, so it’s required - don’t skip it.  Be 
sure you don’t melt any other wires with the heat gun.

3. 90 - 93 cars (except for 93 California cars): These cars will only use two injector wires, 
not four. This is because Mazda designed these cars to run batch injection (not sequential), 
meaning that two injectors fire at a time. On the earlier cars, just ignore two of the injector 
wires, per the wiring instructions.

4. Using the supplied tee connector, tap into the vacuum line running to the boost gauge. The 
tee is usually installed in the cabin so only one vacuum hose has to go through the firewall. 
Use the reducer coupler. Attach the new vacuum line to the engine management. MAKE 
SURE THIS IS SECURE!

5. The included engine management is pre-tuned and can not be adjusted. If you have issues 
with drivability please refer to the diagnostic LEDs descriptions on page 5 to verify that the 
box is working as intended. If you are still having trouble, please call or email for support. 

6. Use double-sided tape to attach the engine management box to a logical place. On 99-05 
cars this is typically to the stock ECU case, for earlier cars it will most likely be elsewhere. 
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1990-93
Engine management: ECU
red: white with red stripe, pin 1B
black: black, pin 2B
blue / white: yellow, pin 2U
grey / white: yellow with black stripe, pin 2V 
green / white: not used, except 2Y on 93 CA cars
brown / white: not used, except 2Z on 93 CA cars
orange: red with blue stripe, pin 2N

1994-95
Engine management: ECU
red: white with red stripe, pin 1B
black: black, pin 2B
blue / white: yellow, pin 2U
grey / white: yellow with black stripe, pin 2V 
green / white: green with white stripe, pin 2Y
brown / white: green, pin 2Z
orange: red with blue stripe, pin 2N
1996-97
Engine management: ECU
red: white with red stripe, pin 4B
black: black, pin 4D
blue / white: yellow, pin 4U
grey / white: yellow with black stripe, pin 4V 
green / white: green with white stripe, pin 4W
brown / white: green, pin 4X
orange: red with green stripe, pin 3C

1999-00:
Engine management: ECU
red: white with red stripe, pin 1B
black: black with yellow stripe, pin 3A
blue / white: yellow with black stripe, pin 3W
grey / white: violet with green stripe, pin 3X
green / white: yellow with red stripe, pin 3Y
brown / white: yellow with green stripe, pin 3Z
orange: blue, pin 2C

2001-05
Engine management: ECU
red: white with red stripe, pin 4AF
black: black, pin 3A
blue / white: yellow with black stripe, pin 2A
grey / white: violet with green stripe, pin 2D
green / white: yellow with red stripe, pin 2G
brown / white: yellow with green stripe, pin 2J
orange: blue, pin 4W
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Ignition timing adjustment

The Voodoo box only controls fuel. With any turbo kit you must also control your timing as 
stock timing is too much for boost. You can dial in a static amount of timing retard by making 
an adjustment and checking its position with a timing light. Remember with a static retard 
your off-boost timing is down as well which reduces throttle response, but retarding the timing 
under boost is not an optional thing. IF YOU DON’T RETARD YOUR TIMING UNDER BOOST 
YOUR ENGINE WILL KNOCK / DETONATE AND WILL ULTIMATELY FAIL. 

‘90-’97:
1. Adjust the Cam Angle Sensor (CAS) on 

the back of the cam to achieve the proper 
timing. The CAS is a relatively thin cylinder 
with four wires on the back of the intake 
cam on a 90-93 and the exhaust cam on a 
94-97. Loosen (don’t remove) the bolt with 
the long hex that goes through the slot in 
the CAS. Rotate the CAS to change the 
timing. A factory service manual can provide 
more detail if needed. 

2. To check the setting you’ll need to use a 
timing light. Jump GND (1) to TEN (2) in your 
diagnosis connector (box with the flip up lid 
by the driver’s side shock tower) so that you 
force the factory ECU into open loop. 

3. Many cars have two timing marks on the 
crank pulley that are 10° apart from each 
other. When the main mark lines up with 0° 
(3), the other should line up with -10° (4). Be 
sure you’re using the upper mark (3) as your 
reference mark. 

4. We recommend starting with 4° of timing, 
which is 6° retarded from OEM 10°. Each 
mark is 2°. Retarding your timing will move the 
notch clockwise on the backing plate marks.  
As conditions allow, you can advance from 
there (bringing it back counter clockwise). 
BE ABSOLUTELY SURE THE ENGINE ISN’T KNOCKING. Knocking will quickly kill the 
engine, so you need to be sure the car isn’t knocking. Knocking sounds like marbles in a 
can coming from your engine, immediately lift off of the throttle if you hear knocking. This 
could be caused by a bad tank of gas (drive gently to burn it off then work your way back 
into boost gradually once you have good gas in it) or too much advance (retard the timing 
more). 

‘99-’05: 
These cars don’t have cam angle sensors, so their ignition timing must be adjusted with our 
adjustable timing wheel. Please follow the instructions included with that part. Again, it’s not 
safe to skip this part and run the car without the on-boost timing retarded from stock. 
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1) The red LED (1) indicates that the board has power. This should be on when the car is on.

2) The upper green LED (2) indicates an incorrect / poor connection. If this is blinking random-
ly, you need to troubleshoot your wiring connections. In normal operation, it will be off. It will, 
however, be on when the ignition is on (meaning the Voodoo box has power) but the engine 
isn’t running (meaning the injectors aren’t firing). Since the Voodoo box has power but doesn’t 
see the injectors, it will turn the error light on. Once the car is started, the error light will go out. 

3) The lower green LED (3) indicates that fuel is being added. This should be on whenever 
you’re in boost, it should come on just after “0” on your boost gauge.

4) The yellow LED (4) indicates that the O2 sensor is being “spoofed”. This should blink when 
in boost, it should start blinking just before “0” on your boost gauge. 

The image above is to show the locations of the various LED indicator lights that can be used 
to diagnose the connectivity and functionality of the Voodoo box. Your Voodoo box will look a 
little different as it has no adjustment pots. The Voodoo box should only be opened if trying to 
diagnose a problem. 
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